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	Learn Java the Easy Way: A Hands-On Introduction to Programming, 9781593278052 (1593278055), No Starch Press, 2017

	Java is the world’s most popular programming language, but it’s known for having a steep learning curve. Learn Java the Easy Way takes the chore out of learning Java with hands-on projects that will get you building real, functioning apps right away.

	

	You’ll start by familiarizing yourself with JShell, Java’s interactive command line shell that allows programmers to run single lines of code and get immediate feedback. Then, you’ll create a guessing game, a secret message encoder, and a multitouch bubble-drawing app for both desktop and mobile devices using Eclipse, an industry-standard IDE, and Android Studio, the development environment for making Android apps.

	

	As you build these apps, you’ll learn how to:

	-Perform calculations, manipulate text strings, and generate random colors

	-Use conditions, loops, and methods to make your programs responsive and concise

	-Create functions to reuse code and save time

	-Build graphical user interface (GUI) elements, including buttons, menus, pop-ups, and sliders 

	-Take advantage of Eclipse and Android Studio features to debug your code and find, fix, and prevent common mistakes

	

	If you’ve been thinking about learning Java, Learn Java the Easy Way will bring you up to speed in no time.
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Emerging Trends in Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, and Systems Biology: Algorithms and Software Tools (Emerging Trends in Computer Science and Applied Computing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2015

	Emerging Trends in Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, and Systems Biology discusses the latest developments in all aspects of computational biology, bioinformatics, and systems biology and the application of data-analytics and algorithms, mathematical modeling, and simu- lation techniques.
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Ruby Series Rails Plugins: Extending Rails Beyond the CoreAddison Wesley, 2006
One of the most powerful aspects of the Rails framework is the ability to extend and override it within your own applications. This is achieved through the Rails plugin mechanism, which provides an avenue for Rails developers to add powerful new features to their applications and share this functionality with the worldwide...


		

Those Who Come After: Postmemory, Acknowledgement and Forgiveness (Studies in the Psychosocial)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book explores the legacies of suffering in relation to ‘those who come after’ – the descendants of victims, survivors and perpetrators of traumatic events. It draws on recent discussions of ‘postmemory’ and ‘haunting’ that are concerned mainly with the transgenerational impact of...






	

Social Work Practice in the Addictions (Contemporary Social Work Practice)Springer, 2012

	Social workers represent the largest body of addiction and mental health service providers, and there is a consistent need for up-to-date information. Social Work Practice in the Addictions is a comprehensive evidence-based volume. Contributing authors of this volume have been carefully selected to ensure representation of the leading social...


		

Essential LINQAddison Wesley, 2009
“Charlie and Dinesh bring important skills to this project that enable them to show how LINQ works and the practical ways you can use it in your daily development process.”

From the Foreword by Anders Hejlsberg
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
Whether you support 50 users or 5000, this indispensable guide provides  immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of the Windows Server 2003  family. This pocket-sized resource zeroes in on core support procedures and  everyday tasks for maximizing Windows® productivity—delivering critical details  through quick-reference...
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